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the issue with this approach is
that it does not allow the user
to move the antialiased depth
map on the canvas. this makes
the plugin very difficult to use
at times, especially when the

antialiasing needs to be
calibrated for the best results.

it is clear that for better results,
dof pro needs antialiasing at

multiple levels. we have
developed a special blending

mode that causes the depth of
field to produce a darker
contrast at the edges for

antialiasing. many who have
tried dof pro have found it

difficult to get good results at
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the edges. when antialiasing is
turned off, however, the edge
quality improves and is very

forgiving. with dof pro, you can
set antialiasing parameters to
exclude the edges from the

depth of field output and only
apply antialiasing for your

focus mask. this produces best
quality while maintaining an

excellent depth of field effect.
although it is capable of perfect

depth of field effects, dof pro
can be used for more than just
blur effects. dof pro contains

multiple filters that can be used
to blend between two images

of different depths of field. this
makes it possible to blend in
between two images while
producing perfect depth of
field. this is one of the most
powerful features of dof pro.

the optimum settings for image
blending will require some
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experimentation and a lot of
experimentation. currently, we
have included standard blend

modes for lighten/darken,
multiply/divide, and screen. dof

pro includes a variety of
customizable settings to aid

users in getting the most out of
the plugin. for instance, you

can adjust the blending mode
settings to your liking. you can

also use the lighten/darken
blending mode setting to
produce more believable

results. also, you can adjust the
shift nudge to determine how
far the blur is allowed to go for

no shift to simulate your
subject actually being at your

focal distance.
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